The monadic second-order quanti er alternation hierarchy over the class of nite graphs is shown to be strict. The proof is based on automata theoretic ideas and starts from a restricted class of graphlike structures, namely nite two-dimensional grids. Considering grids where the width is a function of the height, we prove that the di erence between the levels k +1 and k of the monadic hierarchy is witnessed by a set of grids where this function is (k + 1)-fold exponential. We then transfer the hierarchy result to the class of directed (or undirected) graphs, using an encoding technique called \strong reduction".
Introduction
The subject of this paper is monadic second-order logic over graphs. In this logic, one can quantify over vertices and sets of vertices; typical properties which are formalizable in monadic logic are k-colourability and connectivity.
Monadic second-order graph properties can be classi ed by the alternation depth of set quanti ers which occur in de ning formulas. One speaks of a k -formula ( k -formula) if its prenex normal form has a pre x of k alternating blocks of set quanti ers starting with an existential (universal) block, followed by a rst-order kernel.
Fagin Fag95] raised the question whether for increasing k the monadic k -formulas allow to de ne more and more properties of nite graphs. This question is the \monadic analogue" of the problem whether the polynomial RWTH Aachen, Lehrstuhl f ur Informatik VII, 52056 Aachen, email:
fmatz|thomasg@informatik.rwth-aachen.de Johannes Gutenberg-Universit at Mainz, Institut f ur Informatik / FB 17, 55099 Mainz, email: nisch@informatik.uni-mainz.de hierarchy (of complexity theory) is in nite; in the context of nite graphs the k-th level of the polynomial hierarchy is given by the graph properties which are de nable by general k -formulas where second-order quanti ers may range also over relations of arity higher than 1.
As partial results on Fagin's problem we mention his result Fag75] (see also FSV95] ) that connectivity of graphs is a monadic property which is not 1 (i.e., not de nable by a 1 -formula). In Sch94], Schwentick extended this result to graphs with built-in order. Within the range of monadic 1 -formulas, Otto Ott95] showed that the length of the (single) block of leading existential set quanti ers induces a strict hierarchy of properties. From automata theory (cf. B uchi B uc60], Elgot Elg61] , and subsequent work), it is also known that over words and trees (considered as special labelled graphs), all monadic second-order properties are in fact 1 -properties; in Tho82] it was observed that even a single existential set quanti er su ces. Considering coloured grids as underlying models, a compression of existential second-order pre xes to a single existential quanti er was obtained in Mat98b] .
In the present paper we show that over nite graphs in general, the k -formulas induce a strict hierarchy of graph properties, thus answering Fagin's question a rmatively.
A main idea of the proof is to consider rectangular grids instead of graphs. (At a later point we transfer the hierarchy theorem from the domain of grids back to the domain of graphs.) A grid of size (m; n) is, roughly speaking, a nite graph whose vertices are arranged as elements of a (m n)-matrix and which has two edge relations corresponding to vertical and horizontal successors. For a function f : N ! N let L f be the set of grids of size (m; f(m)) for m > 1. The levels of the monadic hierarchy are separated by such sets L f : We show that for a k -de nable set L f , the function f can be at most k-fold exponential, whereas for each k > 1, a k-fold exponential function f exists such that L f is k -de nable.
For the rst claim (which proves the desired lower bound on expressiveness of k -formulas), we give two proofs. The rst uses an automata theoretic view of formulas as developed in GRST96], which is then applied in the spirit of Gia94] (Section 3 below). In GRST96] it was shown that a 1 -formula over grids can be transformed into a nondeterministic acceptor, called \tiling system", which roughly consists of a list of state quadruples. A \run" of such a tiling system associates a state with each grid vertex such that any resulting 2 2 array of states occurs as a quadruple in the tiling system. If there are k states and only grids of height m are considered as inputs, a tiling system can be viewed as a nite automaton which scans a grid column by column, each of which is assigned one of k m \column states". So, by the standard pumping lemma, the shortest grid of height m accepted by the automaton cannot be longer than k m . For the grids in a 1 -de nable set L f one infers that their width grows at most by a single exponential in their height m. Using the well-known powerset and projection construction for nite automata k ? 1 times, one proves that for a k -de nable set L f , the function f can be at most k-fold exponential.
Instead of invoking GRST96], one may base the needed pumping arguments on an appropriate version of the Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e game. In Section 3.2 below, we give a self-contained presentation of this alternative approach.
For the second claim, namely that for a suitable k-fold exponential function f one can exhibit a k -de nition of L f , a counting process up to f(m) is described within grids of height m, which will enforce their width to be f(m). We obtain (in Section 4) even sharpened results by providing both a k -and a k -de nition of this counting process.
To obtain the main result, the hierarchy result is transferred from the domain of grids to the domain of graphs (Section 5). For this purpose we apply the well-known technique of interpretations in a version called \strong rst-order reductions" here, re ning the monadic rst-order reductions of Cos93] . We proceed in two steps and introduce corresponding encodings: from coloured grids to directed graphs and from directed graphs to undirected graphs.
The hierarchy result on the monadic hierarchy can be re ned in analogy to the situation as known from the classical hierarchies of recursion theory. Let us denote by k and k the classes of graph properties (say of undirected graphs) which are de nable by monadic formulas with second-order kpre x, respectively k -pre x. Then for k > 1, the classes k and k are incomparable and strictly included in the Boolean closure of k , which itself is strictly included in k+1 := k+1 \ k+1 , which in turn is strictly included in k+1 and k+1 .
Our witness sets of undirected graphs (or of coloured grids) for the levels of the monadic hierarchy can all be de ned with very moderate use of set quanti ers. We show that these witness sets belong to the closure of the class 1 under rst-order quanti cation. This slightly extends the result of AFS98] which puts these witness sets into the class \closed monadic NP" (where de ning formulas have a quanti er pre x consisting of rst-order quanti ers and existential set quanti ers in any order). We even show that these witness sets are de nable in the extension of rst-order logic by the unary transitive closure operator and hence belong to the complexity class NLOG. So NLOG contains instances beyond any given level of the monadic hierarchy, whereas it is well-known that any level of the monadic hierarchy also contains problems which are complete for the corresponding level of the polynomial hierarchy. So one has to conclude that the two hierarchies show profound di erences and that the present results do not provide any progress for the problem whether the polynomial hierarchy is in nite.
A more feasible project would be to investigate the hierarchy built upon \closed monadic NP" of AFS98]. Here one allows \ rst-order quanti ca-tions for free", i.e. formulas with quanti er pre xes in which both rst-order and monadic second-order quanti ers occur but where the classi cation into levels refers only to the second-order quanti ers. It is open whether in this generalized context the alternation depth of the second-order quanti ers again induces a strict hierarchy. Further open questions are listed in the Conclusion.
In Mat98a], both the de nability and the non-de nability results have been extended. In particular, is is shown that if a set L f of grids is de nable in the closure of k under rst-order quanti cations, then the function f is at most (k + 1)-fold exponential. (This had been shown in AFS98] for the case k = 1.) On the other hand, a particular (k + 1)-fold exponential function is de nable in this class of formulas. The present paper combines and extends results of the two conference contributions MT97] and Sch97]. In the rst, the strictness of the monadic hierarchy over graphs was shown, based on the in nity of the monadic hierarchy over grids, and in the second even over grids the monadic hierarchy was proved to be strict.
We thank Yuri Gurevich and Ron Fagin for helpful discussions and remarks on the subject of this paper and thank the referees for their constructive comments.
Notation and Results

Graphs and Grids
The signature of graphs Graph = fEg contains a binary relation symbol E.
A ( nite, directed) graph is a nite Graph -structure, i.e. a pair (domG; E G ) with E G (domG) 2 . If E G is irre exive and symmetric, we call G undirected.
A central role in this paper is played by a variant of graphs, called grids. Here we consider the signature Grid = fS 1 ; S 2 g containing the binary \successor" relation symbols S 1 and S 2 . The elements of a grid are, for some m; n > 1, the pairs (i; j) with i 2 f1; : : : ; mg and j 2 f1; : : : ; ng; so, writing n] for f1; : : : ; ng, the universe of a grid is of the form m; n] := m] n].
The grid of height m and width n is the Grid -structure m; n] := ( m; n] ; S m;n 1 ; S m;n 2 );
where S m;n 1 and S m;n 2 are the \vertical" and the \horizontal" successor relations on m; n], containing all pairs ((i; j); (i + 1; j)), respectively all pairs ((i; j); (i; j + 1)) from m; n].
The expressions row, column, top, bottom etc. are interpreted as in the terminology of matrices; e.g. the leftmost column contains exactly the vertices (i; 1) for 1 6 i 6 m, and the top row consists of all vertices (1; j) for 1 6 j 6 n.
We also consider grids whose vertices are labelled by t-bit vectors (for some t > 0). Such a labelling determines a t-tuple of subsets of vertices (such that the i-th subset contains the vertices whose label vector has 1 in its i-th component). Accordingly, we adjoin unary predicate symbols X 1 ; : : : ; X t to the signature of grids, obtaining the signature t-Grid = Grid fX 1 ; : : : ; X t g. A t-bit grid (for some t > 0) is a t-Grid -structure, i.e. of the form R = (domR; S R 1 ; S R 2 ; X R 1 ; : : : ; X R t ) whose restriction to Grid is a grid. So grids are 0-bit grids.
A di erent version of grids is obtained via the signature Grid f6 1 ; 6 2 g with binary relation symbols 6 1 ; 6 2 . In this context, a grid is considered as the structure ( m; n] ; S m;n 1 ; S m;n 2 ; 6 m;n 1 ; 6 m;n 2 ); where 6 m;n 1 = f((i; j); (i 0 ; j)) 2 m; n] m; n] j i 6 i 0 g, and 6 m;n 2 = f((i; j); (i; j 0 )) 2 m; n] m; n] j j 6 j 0 g. We write \x < i y" as abbreviation for \x 6 i y^:x = y", for i 2 f1; 2g.
The classes of graphs, undirected graphs, grids, and t-bit grids will be denoted Graph, UGraph, Grid, and t-Grid, respectively.
Monadic Second-Order Logic
Let be a relational signature. We use x; y; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : as rst-order variables and X; Y; C; : : : as monadic second-order variables, the latter o cially numbered as X 1 ; X 2 ; : : : . Monadic second-order formulas over (MSOformulas for short) are built up as usual from atomic formulas x = y, Xy, and r(x 1 ; : : : ; x l ) (for an l-ary relation symbol r of ) by means of the propositional connectives and rst-and second-order quanti cations. Firstorder formulas over (FO-formulas for short) are MSO-formulas in which no second-order quanti er occurs.
The set of variables occurring free in a formula ' is denoted free('). If free(') fX 1 ; : : : ; X t ; x 1 ; : : : ; x m g, we sometimes write '(X 1 ; : : : ; X t ; x 1 ; : : : ; x m ). If M is a -structure and U 1 ; : : : ; U t and u 1 ; : : : ; u m are subsets, respectively elements, of the domain domM of M, and if '(X 1 ; : : : ; X t ; x 1 ; : : : ; x m ) is a formula over , then we write M j = ' U 1 ; : : : ; U t ; u 1 ; : : : ; u m ] to indicate that ' is true in M under the assignment that maps X i to U i and x j to u j for all i; j. If C is a class of -structures and ' is a sentence, i.e., free(') = ;, then we write Mod C (') for the set fM 2 C j M j = 'g of models of '. In the context of t-bit grids, an MSO-formula ' with free(') fX 1 ; : : : ; X t g is considered as a sentence over t-Grid .
By FO TC(1) we denote the class of rst-order formulas together with the unary TC-operator (see e.g. EF95]). So FO TC(1) -formulas are built up from atomic formulas using propositional connectives, rst-order quantications, and the rule that if '(x; y; z 1 ; : : : ; z n ) is an FO TC(1) -formula, then TC(x; y; ') is also an FO TC(1) -formula, with the set fx; yg free(') of free variables. The satisfaction relation M j = TC(x; y; ') u; v; w 1 ; : : : w n ] holds i there are elements u 0 ; : : : ; u m for some m > 0 such that u = u 0 , v = u m , and M j = ' u i ; u i+1 ; w 1 ; : : : ; w n ] for all i < m.
Alternation Hierarchies
For the subsequent de nitions x a relational signature . We use the following convention:
A class F of formulas is closed under rst-order quanti cations (respectively Boolean combinations, respectively existential monadic second-order quanti cations) i whenever '; are in F, then so are 9x' and 8x' (respectively ' _ and :', respectively 9X').
Let 0 (and closed( 0 )) be the set of rst-order formulas, and let TC(1) 0 = FO TC(1) .
For every k > 0, we denote by k+1 the smallest set of formulas that contains all negations of formulas in k and is closed under existential monadic second-order quanti cation. k denotes the set of negations of formulas in k .
For every k > 0, we denote by closed( k+1 ) the smallest set of formulas that contains all negations of formulas in closed( k ) and is closed under rstorder quanti cation and existential monadic second-order quanti cation. In other words, closed( k ) contains formulas in prenex normal form where the quanti er pre x contains an interleaving of unary second-order quanti ers and rst-order quanti ers such that when we ignore the (universal and existential) rst-order quanti ers there are at most k?1 alternations of existential and universal monadic second-order quanti er blocks, starting with an existential one.
For every k > 0, we denote by TC(1) k+1 the smallest set of formulas that contains all negations of formulas in TC(1) k and is closed under existential monadic second-order quanti cation.
So TC(1) k contains formulas in prenex normal form that have a kpre x of monadic second-order quanti ers and a kernel in which rst-order quanti ers and the unary TC-operator are admitted.
By B(F) (respectively PFO(F), respectively FO(F)) we denote, for every class F of formulas, the smallest superset of F that is closed under Boolean combinations (respectively under rst-order quanti cations, respectively under both of these operations). These classes are called the Boolean closure of F, positive rst-order closure of F, and rst-order closure of F, In Section 4 below we employ \ k -formulas", \FO( k )-formulas", etc., in a more liberal meaning, namely for formulas which (over the class of structures under consideration) are equivalent to k -formulas, FO( k )-formulas, etc.
Let us summarize some known facts on the introduced hierarchies. The k-th level of the monadic second-order hierarchy contains properties that are complete for the k-th level of the polynomial hierarchy. This has been shown in AFS98] for the class of graphs and in Sch97] for the class of coloured grids. It also has been mentioned (without proof) in MP96]. Assuming that the polynomial hierarchy is strict, this would imply the strictness of the monadic second-order hierarchy.
In AFS98] it has been shown, using a special form of Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games, that 1 (UGraph) is properly included in FO( 1 )(UGraph) and in closed( 1 )(UGraph); moreover, the latter class contains properties which do not belong to the former. Also it is noted there that every TC(1) k -de nable property is closed( k )-de nable, and every closed( k )-de nable property belongs to the k-th level of the polynomial hierarchy.
As Ajtai, Fagin, and Stockmeyer point out in AFS98], the levels of the monadic hierarchy, in particular the existential fragment, are not suciently robust since they are not even closed under rst-order quanti cations, whereas the levels of the polynomial hierarchy, the origin of interest, are. This motivates a study of the closed hierarchy. In contrast to the strictness of the monadic hierarchy (as proved in this paper), it is open whether the \closed hierarchy" can be shown to be strict (without the assumption of the strictness of the polynomial hierarchy).
Results
Our main results are the following two:
Theorem 1 If C is the class of grids, directed graphs, or undirected graphs, and if k > 1, then B( k )(C) $ k+1 (C):
Moreover, if C is the class of directed graphs or undirected graphs, then for k > 1 the classes k (C) and k (C) are incomparable.
The rst claim strengthens the result of MT97], which says k (Graph) $ k+1 (Graph) and the result of Sch97], which says k (Grid) $ k+1 (Grid).
By elementary rules of quanti er logic (see also Remark 21) one concludes the following:
Corollary 2 If C is the class of directed graphs or undirected graphs, then for k > 1 the following inclusion diagram is valid (where lines indicate strict inclusions):
A closer inspection of the formulas that witness the hierarchy gives the following non-inclusion results, which show that already variants of 1 -formulas allow to de ne sets arbitrarily high in the monadic hierarchy.
Theorem 3 For every k > 1, TC (1) 1 (Grid) 6 k (Grid) and closed( 1 )(Grid) 6 k (Grid); and if C is the class of graphs or undirected graphs, then FO TC(1) (C) 6 k (C) and PFO( 1 )(C) 6 k (C):
The main work for the proof of these results is done in Sections 3 and 4, concentrating on the class of grids. In Section 5 we will transfer these results from grids to graphs to get Theorems 1 and 3. The next proposition provides the key argument against 1 -de nability.
Proposition 8 For every t > 0, and every formula ' 2 1 with free variables among X 1 ; : : ; X t there exists c > 1 such that for all m > 1 there is a nondeterministic nite automaton (NFA) with 2 cm states that recognizes the word language Mod t (')(m) over (f0; 1g t ) m;1 .
In Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 we will give two di erent proofs of Proposition 8. The second one uses the \standard" approach of Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games. The rst one makes use of tiling systems, i.e., a notion of \recognizability" for picture languages, which (as shown in GRST96]) coincides with 1 -de nability. Proposition 8 serves as induction base in the following theorem:
Theorem 9 For every k > 1, t > 0, and every formula ' 2 k with free variables among X 1 ; : : ; X t there exists c > 1 such that for all m > 1 there is an NFA with s k (cm) states that recognizes the word language Mod t (')(m) over (f0; 1g t ) m;1 .
For the proof we make use of the well-known constructions for complementation and projection of regular word languages: For every n-state NFA recognizing some word language L, there is (via the subset construction) a deterministic nite automaton (DFA) with 2 n states which recognizes L.
Complementation of the set of accepting states then yields a DFA recognizing the complement of L. For an alphabet projection , an n-state NFA for L can be turned into an n-state NFA for (L): When reading some letter a, this NFA may go to any state to which the original automaton may go when reading some letter b with (b) = a.
Proof of Theorem 9. The proof is by induction on k. We need some preparations on word languages over a singleton alphabet. For a one-letter alphabet a word is identi ed with its length and hence a word language is identi ed with a subset of N. As in De nition 7, if L N N and m 2 N, we let L(m) = fn 2 N j (m; n) 2 Lg.
De nition 10 Let n 2 N. A set N of integers is periodic at n (short: nperiodic) i there is an integer p 2 N such that 8l > n(l 2 N , l + p 2 N):
Note that every boolean combination of n-periodic sets of integers is also nperiodic. (As period p take the least common multiple of the periods of the given sets.) It is well-known (see e.g. Eil74]) that the regular languages over a one-letter alphabet are exactly those sets of integers that are n-periodic for some n.
The following Theorem of Chrobak ( Chr86] ) states that any NFA with n states over a singleton alphabet can be transformed into an equivalent DFA whose transition structure is a loop together with a path of length at most (n + 2) 2 from the initial state to this loop. It remains to prove Proposition 8. The following two subsections provide two di erent proofs, which may be read independently. The rst proof uses an automata theoretic approach involving the \tiling systems" of GRST96] (which itself relies ultimately on Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games). For readers interested in a more self-contained exposition, we supply also a direct proof using Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games in Subsection 3.2.
Proving Proposition 8 via Tiling Systems
De nition 15 Let P be a m n-picture over a nite alphabet ?. We denote byP the (m + 2) (n + 2)-picture that results from P by surrounding it with the (fresh) boundary symbol #. A local tiling system over an alphabet ? is a pair (?; ), where (? f#g) 2;2 . The language recognized by a local tiling system T = (?; ) is given by the set L (T ) of pictures P such that all 2 2-subblocks ofP are in . A picture language L ? +;+ is called local i there is a local tiling system that recognizes L.
In other words, a picture language is local i membership of a picture P is completely determined by the set of 2 2-subblocks ofP . This generalizes the de nition of \local word languages", where the membership of a word w is completely determined by the set of in xes of length 2 of #w#.
It is well-known that the regular word languages (which are the 1 -de nable word languages) are projections of local word languages and conversely.
In the sequel we use such a representation of 1 -de nable picture languages, as established in GRST96]:
Theorem 16 ( 
Proving Proposition 8 via Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e Games
Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games are played on two structures by two players, called Spoiler and Duplicator. Spoiler intends to show a di erence between both structures while Duplicator tries to let them look alike. An introduction to Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games can be found in EF95]. In order to prove Proposition 8, we introduce the following kind of game. Let q; t > 0.
The q-round FO game on two t-bit grids R and R 0 of height m consists of q rst-order rounds. In each round, Spoiler chooses a vertex in one of the two structures. Duplicator responds by choosing a vertex in the other structure. Let x j (resp. x 0 j ) be the vertex chosen in R (resp. in R 0 ) in the jth round.
Duplicator wins i the following three conditions are satis ed:
1. The mapping x j 7 ! x 0 j (for all j 6 q) is a partial isomorphism between R and R 0 . 2. On the last 2 q columns Duplicator played column-consistent, i.e., if R is of width n and R 0 is of width n 0 , and if, for each j, x j is in column n? j and x 0 j is in column n 0 ? 0 j , then j < 2 q i 0 j < 2 q , and if j < 2 q then 0 j = j . At the beginning of the game we view R 1 and R 0 1 as the strategy area, P as the identity area and R 2 and R 0 2 as the bu er area. Every time Spoiler chooses a vertex x in the bu er area, the three disjoint areas are modi ed: If x is closer to the identity area (with respect to the number of columns between x and this area), then the identity area is extended by all columns lying in the right-hand half of the bu er area. If x is closer to the strategy area, then the strategy area is extended by all columns lying in the left-hand half of the bu er area.
After this modi cation Spoiler's vertex lies either in the strategy area or in the identity area. In the identity area Duplicator responds with the identity, i.e. she chooses the vertex in the same row with the same distance from the rightmost column as Spoiler's vertex; in the strategy area Duplicator responds according to her strategy on R, R 0 .
After the pth round the width of the bu er area is at least 2 q?p . In particular, after q rounds no vertex chosen in the strategy area is adjacent to any vertex chosen in the identity area. Thus winning condition 1 is satis ed. As obviously winning conditions 2 and 3 are also satis ed, we have found a winning strategy for Duplicator in the q-round FO game on RP, R 0 P. 2 For a t-bit grid R, by hRi q;t we denote the equivalence class of R, i.e., the set of all t-bit grids R 0 such that R = q R 0 . With e q;t (m) we denote the number of equivalence classes in the q-round FO game on t-bit grids of height m.
One can easily see that e q;t (m) 6 C 2 t2 q m , where 2 t2 q m is the number of t-bit colourings of the last 2 q columns of a grid of height m, and C is a constant not depending on m (but only on t and q). Hence we obtain:
Lemma 20 There is a c q;t > 1 such that, for all m, e q;t (m) 6 2 cq;tm .
We can now use the Myhill-Nerode theorem (cf. HU79], Theorem 3.9) to prove Proposition 8:
Proof of Proposition 8. Choose r; q > 0 such that ' = 9X t+1 : : : 9X t+r , for some FO q -formula with free variables among X 1 ; : : ; X t+r . Obviously, for every m > 1, the word language Mod t (')(m) is a projection of the word language Mod t+r ( )(m). The construction for projections of word languages gives an NFA with the same number of states, recognizing Mod t (')(m).
2
In particular, from the preceding proof one obtains that the constant c in Proposition 8 and Theorem 9 can be chosen depending only on the number of rst-order and monadic second-order quanti ers of '.
Let us mention that the above game-theoretical proof, and thus also Theorem 4, is still correct if the vertical order relation 6 1 (but not both relations 6 1 and 6 2 ) is adjoined to the signature of grids.
How to De ne k-fold Exponential Functions
In this section we show Theorem 5: We present, for each k > 1, a k-fold exponential function f k such that the set of grids of size (m; f k (m)) is k -de nable (for short: such that f k is k -de nable). From Theorem 4 we know that f k is not de nable in B( k?1 ) over Grid . Recall from Theorem 5 the de nition of the functions f k : f 1 (m) := 2 m , f k+1 (m) := f k (m)2 f k (m) for all k; m > 1. Speaking informally, our formula de ning f k describes a counting process on the underlying grid m; n] which enforces n to be f k (m). This is achieved by labelling the grid with numbers in binary notation. Such a labelling is described by some subset of m; n]
(containing the vertices with label 1). We proceed in two steps:
Step 1: As illustrated in Figure 1 , starting with 0 m we write successive binary numbers of length m into the columns of the grid. n is a multiple of 2 m i the rightmost column has number 1 m (and the numbering is called a complete column-numbering). In this case the grid can be divided into blocks of width 2 m = f 1 (m), and the columns with number 0 m mark the starting points of these blocks.
Step i+1 (16i<k) : In the previous step the grid has been divided into blocks of width f i (m). As illustrated in Figure 2 , starting with 0 f i (m) we write successive binary numbers of length f i (m) into the top row of the grid. n is a multiple of f i (m)2 f i (m) = f i+1 (m) i the rightmost block has number 1 f i (m) (and the numbering is called a complete f i -numbering). In this case the grid can be divided into blocks of width f i+1 (m), and the starting points of the subblocks with number 0 f i (m) mark the starting points of these larger blocks.
Our formula de ning the function f k states that there exist sets C; X 1 ; : : ; X k ; Y 1 ; : : ; Y k?1 such that C is a complete column-numbering, X 1 consists of the vertices marking the starting points of the blocks of width f 1 (m), for all i < k, Y i is a complete f i -numbering, X i+1 consists of the vertices marking the starting points of the blocks of width f i+1 (m), and X k consists of exactly one element. 
Some helpful Remarks
Let F be a class of formulas. In this section, a formula ' (over the signature Grid ) is called an F-formula if ' is equivalent (over the class of Gridstructures) to a formula 2 F (' for short). Remark 21 If '; 2 k (resp. k ), then for 2 f^; _g we have { ' is a k -formula (resp. a k -formula), { :' is a k -formula (resp. a k -formula), { 9x' is a k -formula (resp. a k+1 -formula), { 8x' is a k+1 -formula (resp. a k -formula).
Proof idea E.g. for the k -formula ' := 9X 1 8X 2 Q k X k ' 0 , where ' 0 2 FO, we have 8x' 8X9X 1 8X 2 Q k X k (Singleton(X) ! 8x(Xx ! A vertex y 2 m; n] is called the X-successor of x i x; y 2 X; x < 2 y; and int(x; y) \ X = ; , i.e., x; y 2 X and for the vertex z such that S 2 zy we have z 2 Block(X; x). Lemma 22 There are 1 -formulas Block(X; x; y) and Succ(X; x; y) which express over grids that y 2 Block(X; x), resp. that y is the X-successor of x.
Proof Interpreting a and b as the C-colouring of two successive columns of a grid and applying Proposition 24 in the binary case (i.e. q = 2), we obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 25 (The column-numbering) There are FO-formulas col-num(C) and compl-col-num(C) which express over grids that C is a columnnumbering, resp. that C is a complete column-numbering.
Proof Consider a grid m; n]. By Proposition 24 for l := m and q := 2,
we have:
For all j 2 f1; : : ; n?1g: r j+1 r j +1 (mod 2 m ). Lemma 28 (Describing the f k -marking)
1. There is a formula f 1 -marking(X; C) 2 FO which expresses over grids that X is an f 1 -marking, provided that C is a complete columnnumbering.
2. There is a formula marking(Z; X; Y ) 2 1 which expresses that Z is an f k+1 -marking, provided that X is an f k -marking and Y a complete f k -numbering.
Proof ad 1. Let C be a complete column-numbering of m; n] and let r j 2 f0; : : ; 2 m ?1g be the C-number of the jth column. Then X is an f 1 -marking i X consists of all top-row vertices whose column-number is 0 m . To identify these columns, it su ces to look at the highest bits of the column-numbers:
In column j the column-number switches from 1 m to 0 m i the highest bit of the column-number switches from 1 to 0. Thus X is an f 1 -marking i X = fx = (1; j) 2 m; n] : j = 1 or (x 6 2 C and y = (1; j?1) 2 C)g. Proof We proceed by induction on k. k = 1: Let X 1 be an f 1 -marking of m; n], x; y 2 X 1 , and let C be a complete column-numbering, i.e. From the Lemmas 25, 28 and 30 we conclude for all m; n > 1 that 6 m; n] j = k i n = f k (m). As f 1 -marking 2 FO, marking 2 1 , compl-col-num 2 FO, and compl-f j -num 2 j for all j > 1, we obtain that k is a k -formula.
To obtain a k -formula which de nes f k , we show that the set f m; n] : n 6 = f k (m)g can be de ned by a k -formula % k .
For integers r and s we write r j s if s is a multiple of r, and r -s Singleton(X k ) g:
We hence obtain n 6 = f k (m) i m; n] satis es % k := W k j=0 ' j , where % k 2 k . Thus, k := :% k is a k -formula which de nes f k .
2
Proof of Part 2 of Theorem 5: 1 -and 1 -De nability of f k over Grid f6 1 ; 6 2 g. In the context of formulas over the signature Grid f6 1 ; 6 2 g, a grid m; n] is always identi ed with the structure ( m; n] ; S 1 ; S 2 ; 6 1 ; 6 2 ), where the binary predicate 6 i is interpreted as the transitive closure of S i for i 2 f1; 2g. We will now show that for each k > 1 the k-fold exponential function f k is de nable in 1 and in 1 over Grid f6 1 ; 6 2 g, i.e. there are formulas k 2
We have a closer look at the formulas developed in the previous subsections.
In Lemma 22 we have constructed a 1 -formula Block(X; x; y) asserting that y 2 Block(X; x) . Over grids with built-in horizontal order 6 2 , we can do this in rst-order logic via the formula Block(X; x; y) := x 6 2 y^8y 0 f(:y 0 =x^x 6 2 y 0^y0 6 2 y) ! :Xy 0 g:
From this, we obtain a FO-formula Succ(X; x; y) := Xx^Xy^9z(S 2 zy^Block(X; x; z)) asserting that y is the X-successor of x.
Furthermore, using the order relations 6 1 and 6 2 , we can construct a FOformula equal-col-num(C; x; y) asserting that x and y lie in columns of equal C-number: The FO-formula \row(u; v) := u6 2 v _ v6 2 u" expresses that u and v lie in the same row of a grid. Analogously we obtain a formula col(u; v) asserting that u and v are in the same column of a grid. Hence, the FO-formula equal-col-num(C; x; y) := 8x 0 ; y 0 f(col(x 0 ; x)^col(y 0 ; y)^row(x 0 ; y 0 )) ! (Cx 0 $ Cy 0 )g expresses that x and y are in columns of equal C-number.
Using the FO-formulas Block, Succ, and equal-col-num in the Lemmas 28, 29, and 30, we obtain FO-formulas over the signature Grid f6 1 ; 6 2 g such that the formulas k and k from the proof of part 1 of Theorem 5 now are in 1 and in 1 , respectively.
In particular, we conclude that over grids with built-in vertical and horizontal order-relations, Theorem 4 is not valid, i.e. we do not obtain an upper bound on the growth rate of B( k )-de nable functions.
Proof of Parts 3 and 4 of Theorem 5. Lemma 31 For i 2 f1; 2g, the atomic Grid f6 1 ; 6 2 g-formula x 6 i y is equivalent over grids to a FO TC(1) -formula, to a 1 -formula, and to a 1 -formula over Grid .
Proof The formula x 6 i y is equivalent to the FO TC(1) -formula TC(x; y; S i xy)(x; y).
Secondly, x 6 i y is equivalent to a 1 -formula which says that every set X which contains x and is closed under S i -successors also contains y.
Finally, x 6 i y is equivalent to a 1 -formula which says that there is a set X such that x is the only element of X which has no S i -predecessor in X and y is the only element of X that has no S i -successor in X. 2
From part 2 of Theorem 5 we obtain formulas k 2 1 and k 2 1 over Grid f6 1 ; 6 2 g which de ne the function f k . By replacing every atomic formula x 6 i y in k and in k by the FO TC(1) -formula from Lemma 31, we obtain formulas in TC(1) 1 and in TC(1) 1 over Grid which de ne f k .
To prove claim 4, we assume that k is of the form 9X 1 x 1 : : : r x r ' , where X is a tuple of monadic second-order variables, i 2 f9; 8g for all i 6 r, and ' is a conjunction of disjunctions of negated or unnegated atomic ( Grid f6 1 ; 6 2 g)-formulas. Replacing every unnegated (resp. negated) occurrence of \x 6 i y" by the 1 -formula (resp. by the 1 -formula) from Lemma 31, we obtain from ' a 1 -formula over Grid such that the formula 9X 1 x 1 : : : r x r de nes the function f k . Analogously, from k we obtain a formula 8X 1 x 1 : : : r x r 0 , where 0 2 1 .
5 From Grids to Graphs
Now we show how to transfer separation results from one class C of structures to a di erent class C 0 , possibly over a di erent signature. Basically, a Cstructure has to be encoded in a C 0 -structure in such a way that any formula talking about a C-structure M can be transformed into a formula that says the same about the encoding of M and, conversely, every formula talking about a C 0 -structure M 0 can be transformed into a formula that says the same about the C-structure whose encoding M 0 is, if such a structure exists.
Moreover, the translation of formulas has to respect the formula classes under consideration.
We apply this technique to transfer the non-inclusion results obtained in the previous sections from grids to directed graphs and from directed to undirected graphs.
Strong First-Order Reductions
We introduce the notion of \strong rst-order reducibility" as a tool to transfer separation results from one class of structures to another. Here we consider the more general case of arbitrary relational signatures (instead of just Grid , Graph ).
Strong rst-order reductions are a version of interpretations (see e.g. Rab77, Hog93]), more precisely a re nement of \monadic rst-order reductions" as de ned in Cos93]. It is a certain kind of function that codes a structure M over some signature into another structure (M) over a possibly di erent signature 0 in such a way that a formula ' over signature can be translated into a formula ' 0 over 0 (and vice versa) such that ' and ' 0 are on the same level of the alternation hierarchy and ' 0 asserts for (M) the same as ' asserts for M. The domain of (M) will be of the form f1; : : : ; ng dom(M).
De nition 32 Let C, C 0 be classes of structures over the relational signatures and 0 , respectively. Let n > 1. A strong rst-order reduction from C to C 0 with rank n is an injective mapping : C ! C 0 such that 3. For every relation symbol r 0 from 0 , say of arity l, and every : l] ! n] there is an FO-formula ' r 0 (x 1 ; : : : ; x l ) over such that for all structures M in C and all u 1 ; : : : ; u l 2 domM we have M j = ' r 0 u 1 ; : : : ; u l ] i (M) j = r 0 ( (1); u 1 ); : : : ; ( (l); u l )]:
4. For every relation symbol r from , say of arity l, there is a rst-order formula ' r (x 1 ; : : : ; x l ) over 0 such that for all structures M in C and all u 1 ; : : : ; u l 2 domM we have M j = r u 1 ; : : : ; u l ] i (M) j = ' r (1; u 1 ); : : : ; (1; u l )]: C is strongly rst-order reducible to C 0 i there is a strong rst-order reduction from C to C 0 .
Strong rst-order reducibility is transitive and re exive, but we do not claim that it is symmetric. In Proposition 38 we give three examples for strong rst-order reductions.
We wish to show the following:
Theorem 33 Let C, C 0 be classes of structures over the relational signatures and 0 , respectively. Let be a strong rst-order reduction from C to C 0 , and let L C. Then 
If, additionally, (C) is F-de nable, then L 2 F(C) () (L) 2 F(C 0 ) for all of the above choices of F as well as for k .
The monadic rst-order reductions of Cos93] are de ned in a more syntactic avour. More important, the de nition of \monadic rst-order reductions" is that it lacks item 4 of De nition 32. As a consequence, under the weaker assumption that (L) is monadic rst-order reducible to L, one can only conclude the directions \(" of the above theorem. This is formulated in Cos93] for the class 1 , i.e. the existential fragment of monadic second-order logic.
For the easy direction \)", a formula ' over has to be transformed into a formula ' 0 over 0 such that ' 0 says over structures in (C) the same as ' does for structures in C. For this aim, we shall replace the atomic subformulas of ' by formulas that exist by item 4 in De nition 32, and we shall relativize rst-order quanti cations to the rst of the n disjoint copies of the universe. We could also relativize the second-order quanti cations to the rst copy, but this is not necessary because the relativization of rstorder quanti cations implies that the value of second-order variables only matters on the rst copy.
Proof of rst claim of Theorem 33, \only if"-Part. Let F be any of the classes k , B( k ), TC(1) k , PFO( k ), closed( k ). We will describe how to translate F-formulas over into F-formulas over 0 .
Let 1 (x) = 9x 2 : : : 9x n (x; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ), where is chosen according to De nition 32. For an element x of the universe of a structure (M) in the image of , the formula 1 (x) asserts that x 2 f1g domM.
We show by induction that every formula ' over (say with free variables X 1 ; : : : ; X t ; x 1 ; : : : ; x m ) has the following property:
There is an MSO-formula ' 0 over 0 with the same free variables and belonging to the same of the above-mentioned classes as ' such that for all So let us consider some MSO-formula ' , and assume that every less complex formula has this property.
In case ' = Xx for some second-order variable X and a rst-order variable x, let ' 0 = '.
In case ' = (x=y) for two rst-order variables x; y, let ' 0 = '. In case ' = r(y 1 ; : : : ; y l ) for some l-ary relation symbol r in , there exists a formula ' 0 with the desired property because is a strong rst- In any of the above cases ' 0 shows the desired property. 2
The converse direction of the proof of Theorem 33 is more complicated. Item 3 of De nition 32 provides formulas that replace atomic subformulas of some ' 0 over 0 . But since in the universe of a -image of a structure M there are n times as many elements as in M and quanti cations may range over (subsets of) this larger universe, a formula over M will use n-times as many second-order variables and the same rst-order variables together with built-in case distinctions concerning their membership in the di erent copies of domM.
We prepare the proof of direction \(" of Theorem 33 with some de nitions and lemmas.
De nition 34 Let n > 1. Let Let be a strong rst-order reduction from the class C of -structures into the class C 0 of 0 -structures. Let F be a class of formulas over . A formula '(X 1 ; : : : ; X t ; x 1 ; : : : ; x m ) over 0 is F-realizable with respect to i there is a family (' (X 1 ; : : : ; X t ; x 1 ; : : : ; x m )) of formulas in F that realizes ' wrt. M and (M) for every structure M of C. Lemma 35 Let n > 1 and be a strong rst-order reduction of rank n. Let :(x i = x i ) else:
Assuming as an induction hypothesis that all proper subformulas of a 0 -formula ' are realized by some adequate family of -formulas, we may use Lemma 35 to conclude that also ' is realized by some family of -formulas.
For Proof of rst claim of Theorem 33, \if"-Part. Let 
2
We can conclude the following:
Corollary 37 Let C, C 0 be classes of relational structures and a strong rst-order reduction from C to C 0 . Then F 1 (C) 6 F 2 (C) =) F 1 (C 0 ) 6 F 2 (C 0 ) The proof is immediate because if L is a subset of C showing some noninclusion over C, then there is a set L 0 of C 0 -structures with L 0 \ (C) = (L) that shows the respective non-inclusion in the hierarchy over C 0 .
In order to apply the above corollary to the classes of grids and (directed and undirected) graphs, we need the following proposition:
Proposition 38 There are strong rst-order reductions (1) from the class of grids to the class of nite directed graphs, (2) from the class of t-bit grids to the class of nite directed graphs (for every t), and (3) from the class of nite directed graphs to the class of nite undirected graphs.
In all cases, the image of the reduction is 1 -de nable.
The rst claim is, of course, a specialization of the second one. We will nevertheless show the three claims of the proposition separately. The approach is always the same: For the strong rst-order reduction from C to C 0 we introduce a C 0 -gadget that replaces each node of a C-structure.
The crucial point is that in the -image of a structure there are no induced subgraphs isomorphic to the respective gadgets except for the gadgets themselves. That is why a rst-order formula (for item 2 of De nition 32) can be found that allows to x these gadgets (simply by describing them).
In the following subsections we will show the three claims of Proposition 38.
From Grids to Graphs. For the rst claim of Proposition 38, we de ne for every R 2 Grid the graph (R) := (f1; 2g domR; E) with E = f((1; x); (1; x)) j x 2 domRg f((1; x); (2; x)) j x 2 domRg f((2; x); (1; y)) j (x; y) 2 S R 1 g f((2; x); (2; y)) j (x; y) 2 S R 2 g Figure 3 illustrates a \gadget" that replaces a grid node. The S 1 -(respectively S 2 -) edges of a grid are then coded by graph edges from 2-to 1-nodes (to 2-nodes, respectively). Now we give the formulas required to verify that is indeed a strong rst-order reduction. For item 2 of De nition 32 we use (x 1 ; x 2 ) = Ex 1 x 1Ê x 1 x 2^: Ex 2 x 2 . Then the formulas for item 3 are: ' E (1;1) (x 1 ; x 2 ) = x 1 =x 2 ; ' E (1;2) (x 1 ; x 2 ) = x 1 =x 2 ; ' E (2;1) (x 1 ; x 2 ) = S 1 x 1 x 2 ; ' E (2;2) (x 1 ; x 2 ) = S 2 x 1 x 2 :
The formulas for item 4 of De nition 32 are:
' S 1 (x 1 ; y 1 ) = 9x 2 9y 2 ( (x 1 ; x 2 )^ (y 1 ; y 2 )^Ex 2 y 1 ); ' S 2 (x 1 ; y 1 ) = 9x 2 9y 2 ( (x 1 ; x 2 )^ (y 1 ; y 2 )^Ex 2 y 2 ):
One easily veri es the properties required for a strong rst-order reduction.
For the additional claim of Proposition 38 we need a 1 -formula that de nes the class (Grid) of graphs that are -images of grids. A Gridstructure R is called irre exive if S R 1 and S R 2 are irre exive. We start by
showing that there is a 1 -formula ' over signature Grid that is true for an irre exive Grid -structure i it is a grid.
' asserts for a structure M over Grid that, rstly, S 1 and S 2 are partial functions that commute; secondly that the \borders" look like in a grid, i.e. if fi; jg = f1; 2g and whenever S i xy, then x has a S j -predecessor (-successor, respectively) i y has; thirdly that there is exactly one vertex that has no successor (predecessor, respectively) at all; and fourthly that the structure is connected. The rst three assertions can be written as rst-order formulas, whereas the last one as a 1 -formula. Now we note that the given rst-order reduction is in fact a strong rst-order reduction from the class of irre exive Grid -structures into the class of graphs, and its image is 1 -(even rst-order) de nable. Thus we may conclude from the additional statement of Theorem 33 that (Grid) = (Mod C (')) is 1 -de nable, which completes the proof of the additional claim of Proposition 38. From Coloured Grids to Directed Graphs. For the strong rst-order reduction from t-bit grids (for some t > 0) to directed graphs, i.e. for the second claim of Proposition 38, we need gadgets similar to the ones above but with the additional feature of coding some t-bit colour.
Let M = f(1; 1); (2; 1)g f(i; i + 1) j 1 6 i 6 t + 1g. For every tbit grid R let (R) be the graph with domain t + 2] domR and edge set f((i; x); (j; x)) j (i; j) 2 Mg f((i+2; x); (i+2; x)) j x 2 X i g f((2; x); (1; y)) j (x; y) 2 S R 1 g f((2; x); (2; y)) j (x; y) 2 S R 2 g.
So for some grid node x, the membership of x in X i is coded by a loop edge on the (i+2)nd vertex of the corresponding gadget. ' X i (x 1 ) = 9x 2 : : : x t+2 ( (x 1 ; : : : ; x t+2 )^Ex i+2 x i+2 )
Using these formulas it is straightforward to verify that is indeed a strong rst-order reduction. The additional claim that the image of this rst-order reduction is 1 -de nable is shown in the same way as for the reduction from grids to graphs.
From Directed Graphs to Undirected Graphs. For the strong rstorder reduction from directed graphs to undirected graphs, i.e. the third claim of Proposition 38, we de ne for every directed graph G the undirected graph (G) with domain 6] domG whose edges are as in Figure 5 plus an edge between (1; x) and (6; y) whenever (x; y) is an edge in G.
(1; x) (2; x) (3; x) (4; x) (5; x) (6; x) @ @ @ Figure 5 : Gadget to Encode Graph-Node x in Undirected Graphs Formally: Let M = ff1; 2g; f2; 3g; f3; 4g; f4; 5g; f5; 2g; f3; 5g; f5; 6gg and N = ff1; 3g; f1; 4g; f1; 5g; f2; 4g; f2; 6g; f3; 6g; f4; 6gg. The edge set of (G) is given as f((i; x); (j; y)) j (x = y^fi; jg 2 M) _ ((i; j) = (1; 6)^(x; y) 2 E G ) _ ((i; j) = (6; 1)^(y; x) 2 E G )g. xes indeed the six nodes of a gadget (in the sense of item 2 of De nition 32). To verify this, let us consider an induced subgraph U of an undirected graph ((V; E)) such that U satis es , say consisting of vertices u 1 ; : : : ; u 6 as interpretations of x 1 ; : : : ; x 6 , respectively. If U constitutes a gadget of ((V; E)), i.e., if (u 1 ; : : : ; u 6 ) = ((1; u); : : : ; (6; u)) for some u 2 V , then we are done. Otherwise, the vertices u 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 ; u 5 have to be in f1; 6g V , i.e., \endpoints" of at least two di erent gadgets. Thus in ((V; E)), the node u 4 is adjacent with a vertex in f2; 5g V di erent from u 3 and u 5 , contradicting the condition . ' E (x; y) = 9x 2 : : : x 6 9y 1 : : : y 5 ( (x; x 2 ; : : : ; x 6 )^ (y 1 ; : : : ; y 5 ; y)^Exy):
These formulas show that is a strong rst-order reduction from the class of graphs to the class of undirected graphs. For the additional claim of Proposition 38 we need a 1 -formula that asserts for an undirected graph that it consists of disjoint copies of the gadget in Figure 5 , possibly linked in the described way. This is done by the following (even rst-order) formula: where is as above.
Proof of Main Theorems
Now we are nally ready for the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. The weak inclusion claim is clear by applying
Remark 21.
By Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, the set L f k+1 for the function f k+1 of Theorem 5 is in k+1 (Grid) n B( k )(Grid) for every k > 1. This shows the claimed strictness for the class Grid. Corollary 37 and Proposition 38 yield this strictness for the classes Graph and UGraph.
For the second claim we rst show that for every k > 1 there exist a t > 1 and a k -sentence ' over signature t-Grid that is not equivalent to any k -sentence.
Let k > 1. Since k+1 (Grid) 6 k (Grid), there is a k+1 -sentence ' over Grid that is not equivalent (over grids) to any k -sentence. Let ' = 9X 1 : : : 9X t :' 0 (X 1 ; : : : ; X t ) for an appropriate k -formula ' 0 (X 1 ; : : : ; X t ) over Grid . We consider ' 0 as a k -sentence over signature t-Grid . By choice of ', the sentence ' 0 is not equivalent over the class of t-bit grids to any k -sentence over t-Grid . This shows k (t-Grid) 6 k (t-Grid).
Corollary 37 and Proposition 38 yield the respective non-inclusion for the classes Graph and UGraph. By duality, the converse non-inclusion also holds.
2
Proof of Theorem 3. The rst claim follows from Theorem 5, claims (3) and (4), together with Theorem 4.
For the second claim, let k > 1. By Theorem 5, claim (3) there exists a sentence over Grid of the form 9X'(X), where ' is in FO TC(1) and X is a tuple, say of length t, such that Mod Grid (9X'(X)) 6 2 k (Grid). If we consider ' an FO TC(1) -sentence over signature t-Grid , then clearly FO TC(1) (t-Grid) contains the set Mod t-Grid ('(X)), which does not belong to k (t-Grid).
By Corollary 37 and Proposition 38 we obtain that FO TC(1) (Graph) 6 k (Graph) and FO TC(1) (UGraph) 6 k (UGraph). Similarly, by Theorem 5, claim (4) we have that PFO( 1 )(Graph) 6 k (Graph) and PFO( 1 )(UGraph) 6 k (UGraph).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
6 Conclusion
We have shown that the monadic quanti er alternation hierarchy over nite graphs is strict and that its structure resembles the classical hierarchies of recursion theory.
The hierarchy proof was based on nite grids as underlying models, automata theoretic ideas, and a transfer back to the domain of graphs. It turned out that over nite grids one reaches arbitrarily high levels of the monadic hierarchy already by means of 1 -de nitions if in the kernel formulas either the unary transitive closure operator is admitted or if the transitive closures 6 1 ; 6 2 of the two successor functions over grids are included in the signature. (If even the binary transitive closure operator is admitted in the kernel formulas, a monadic second-order 1 -pre x su ces to de ne a set of grids which is not monadic second-order de nable at all, cf. MT97]).
Let us indicate some open questions. We do not have a hierarchy proof for the monadic hierarchy over grids if the kernel formulas may involve the relations 6 1 ; 6 2 or even the unary transitive closure operator. However, as mentioned in Section 3, the present hierarchy proof can be saved if only the vertical order relation 6 1 is adjoined to the signature of grids. Also at higher levels of the monadic hierarchy one may proceed to more expressive classes of formulas. Recall the \closed hierarchy" of AFS98], where one considers pre xes of monadic second-order and rst-order quantiers and classi es according to the alternation depth of the monadic secondorder quanti ers. It is open whether a strict (or just in nite) hierarchy of graph properties is obtained when this alternation depth increases.
Finally, one might ask whether a natural notion of reducibility between monadic second-order (graph) properties exists which would allow the de nition of complete problems for the levels of the monadic (or closed) hierarchy.
